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Tough Built Tents Timber Ridge uses high-quality fabrics that are closed to protect against wet. Our tents are manufactured as efficiently as possible and brought to you with as little environmental footprint as possible and maximize the actual footprint. We don't make tents, we create them, paying
attention to detail and pride in production. The great outdoors is our passion. Whether it's the backyard or the outback, if we're out, we're happy. Our tents give you the comforts of home away from home. Timber Ridge tents are designed by experts, but they are easy to erect for campers of all levels. All
our tents have large windows and doors that open wide. Each tent has a removable rainfly for shade, rain and wind protection. They use the design of the bathtub to keep the inside dry when it dries outside. The no-see-um mesh, high-quality zippers and accessory ports sealed with velcro keep creepy
crawlers away from where they belong. See the 4 person tent is easy to set up! Just watch the following video to see how easy it is to enter. See The eight-person fiberglass reinforced bar (FRP) dome tent is easy to erect! Just watch the following video to see how easy it is to enter. See this quick
installation Sun Shelter includes automatic expanding easphs that extend the shaded area by another 69 square feet. Watch this video to see how easy it is to set up. Watch the videos below to find out everything about how we pitch our tents! Before setting up the tent, there are a few tips you should be
aware of: Do not pitch a tent near an open fireplace, do not smoke inside the tent, do not use candles or open fire inside the tent, do not use insect repellent in the tent and do not store it on the concrete floor. Other clues you should know: Anchor the tent when it's upright if weather conditions such as
wind speed change; ensure that the tent is properly ventilated in all weather conditions to ensure comfort and proper breathing. Assembling the house Check the packaging and contents according to the instructions to make sure all the pieces are there before you leave home. When you arrive at the
campsite, choose a place that is flat and smooth, without sharp objects. Set the display house to this area. Remove all poles and extend them to their full length. Sort the columns by purpose, such as foot posts and roof posts. Place the underside of the fabric towards you. Place the roof posts in the
shape of an X with your hands facing the corners of the fabric. Gently bend each bar and insert it into the pocket at a suitable angle. When all the heads of the bar are in the pockets, the material is tight and bowl-shaped. Attach the columns to the fabric ties supplied. Turn the piece of cloth over. Take one
footpost and put with a curly top, grommet. Use Use attach it and repeat this process to the other foot posts. Position the display firmly and make adjustments to the columns as needed. Staking It in Place Find webbed loops at the bottom of the house and place bets through them. Get them down. Locate
the plastic slider on the friend line and hold onto the line opposite the knot. When you have a good grip on the line, drag it to form a loop. Hand the guy's line to the ground and the stake. Repeat this process for other friends lines. Back to the top 10/22 EMR Installation instructions Always make sure the
firea weapon is disassembled and the chamber is empty. Close the function and delete the stock (Makeup and model of the stock can change this step if you are not sure how to delete your stock, see Delete the standard Ruger stock below.) Locate the magazine release button (FIG. A) and push it out of
the trigger group housing. This pin should slide out easily. If this is not the case, you may have to use a small blow. Once the pin has been removed, you can slide the mag control release out of the trigger housing. Make sure that the opening in the bolt mounting plate is aligned with the hole in the sning
pin and press the plunger of the latch on the magazine into the housing. (FIG. A) Place Timber Creek Outdoors 10/22 EMR or EMR XL in the trigger group housing and reinstall the skew pin. Extended Magazine Release is now installed and you can reassemble your weapon. Removing a standard Ruger
plate Remove the barrel strip by loosening the screw with a flat head screwdriver and sliding it off the front of the barrel. Remove the operating screw from operation and leave it twisted in storage. This screw is located at the bottom of the warehouse and in front of the mag case. Depending on the age of
the weapon, you need either a flat head screwdriver or an allanwrench. Place safety halfway between safe and fire. You can now separate the operation, trigger group, and barrel from the warehouse. 10/22 EMR XL Installation instructions Always ensure that the fireamber is disassembled and the
chamber is empty. Close the function and delete the stock (Makeup and model of the stock can change this step if you are not sure how to delete your stock, see Delete the standard Ruger stock below.) Locate the magazine release button (FIG. A) and push it out of the trigger group housing. This pin
should slide out easily. If this is not the case, you may have to use a small blow. Once the pin has been removed, you can slide the mag control release out of the trigger housing. Make sure that the opening in the bolt mounting plate is aligned with the hole in the sning pin and press the plunger of the latch
on the magazine into the housing. (FIG. A) Place Timber Creek Outdoors 10/22 EMR or EMR XL in the trigger group housing and reinstall the skew pin. Extended Magazine Release is now installed and you can reassemble your weapon. Deleted Ruger head Remove the barrel strip by loosening the
screw with a flat head screwdriver and sliding it off the front of the barrel. Remove the operating screw from operation and leave it twisted in storage. This screw is located at the bottom of the warehouse and in front of the mag case. Depending on the age of the weapon, you need either a flat head
screwdriver or an allanwrench. Place safety halfway between safe and fire. You can now separate the operation, trigger group, and barrel from the warehouse. AR EMR Installation instructions Always ensure that the fireamber has been disassembled and the chamber is empty. To remove the release
button on the magazine, press the mag release button below the receiver surface with the punch or pin button and turn the clip holder counterclockwise until it removes from the mag release button. Mount the mag-pin on the left side of the receiver and place the spring in the threaded part on the right side
of the receiver. Screw the new Timber Creek Outdoors button into the threaded part of the magazine and grab 2 laps with three tap holes away from the receiver. Press the button below the receiver surface with a shock or pin and turn the clip clockwise until the threaded part is past one turn with the end
of the button. Place Timber Creek Outdoors AR Extended Magazine Release on the button so that the button fits inside the recessed pocket and install the screws. Align the Extended Magazine Release along the trigger guard before tightening the screws. Walmart+ is here to help make every day easier.
About this product We strive to show you the exact product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others offer what you see here, we have not confirmed it. The rethought and refreshed tent offers all the value and performance you've been waiting for from Wenzel. With 125 years of outdoor

equipment design experience, they have a tent ideal for almost anything overnight outdoors. Family campers love fully presented, easy bait, while backpackers sleep in very lighter and more compact shelters. Innovations such as fast feet and multi-diameter columns combine with lightweight, weatherproof
materials, making all Wenzel tents easily pungent, spacious and, above all, comfortable. Wenzel Timber Ridge 16' x 10' Camping Tent, Sleeps 10: Easy to Put Dreams 10 Doors: 2 Windows: 6 Area: 160 m² Height: 93 Weight: 32 lbs 7 oz ? Front and back doors with flap-driven windows? Steel vertical
positions and shock absorbent fiberglass roof frame with center button and elbows combined with fast feet for easy installation? Removable sealed fly? Mesh ceiling vents? Front, rear and side zippered windows with privacy keys? E-Port for power lines? Two pockets of comfort? Seeded a curtain with an
I zipper creates separate rooms? Pre-installed buddy ropes can be used to increase stability? Canopy/fly: Polyester 600mm PU coatings? Floor: Welded polyethylene? Packaged size: 28 x 11.5 x 11.5 in.proposition 65 reasons:WARNING: This product may contain chemicals that the state of California
knows cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive damage. More information: www.p65warnings.ca.govWARNING: Cancer and reproductive harm - www.P65warnings.ca.gov www.p65warnings.ca.govFeaturesRemovableBrandWenzelColorGrayAssembled Product Weight32.7 lbsManufac 192.00 x
120.00 x 93.00 Inches 21.1.2020 for me and dog. Everyone had a sweater and a lot of space. Used it for 5 nights and rain for 2 days of the trip. No drop leaked. I was surprised because it was raining steadily. Not much wind, but we got a little bit and did well. My wife stayed in our 17ft campervan on the
same site and I ran the power to the tent. The tent had string lights and a heater. I love tent camp. I bought this tent and three others at Walmart. This was the smallest of those 4. I try them all and give them reviews. Is this $25? July 13, 2018 There is plenty of room in the tent. It can't withstand strong
winds; However. I love how quickly it's set! It's very easy, so I'll keep it. On June 23, 2020, Seam tore one leg leg on June 1, 2020. Too bad it can't be replaced. Useful? Customer Q&amp;AA Provides more detailed information about this product from customers who own it. Is there anything on the ground
or is it revealed? by DocDecember 30, 20162 Answers1. This product has steel charges to ensure it's in the ground. Useful?2. There is no ground fabric or foot pressing in the tent to protect the bottom of the tent. Thank you, PhilHelpful?2 Answers Will it have a lid on the roof in case of rain? by
DeeNovember on 24, 20161 answer1. Timber Ridge has a rainproof deck in case of rain. Thank you, PhilHelpful?1 Reply Is the tent ceiling the perfect screen through which you can see? by lizJune 29, 20151 Answer1. Yes, the entire roof/ceiling of the Wenzel Timber Ridge tent is a mesh, plenty for
ventilation. You can see from mesh like a screen door. Thank you, PhilHelpful?1 AnswerWalmart Protection PlansMost has a limited manufacturer warranty. The addition of a Walmart security plan adds additional protection from the date of purchase. Walmart Protection Plans covers the cost of repairing,
replacement and replacement of products. Options and pricing for the Walmart Protection Plan can be found on the product page and in your cart. Go towww.walmart.com/protectionto see all the coverage offered for each product. View your Walmart security plan Your purchase of Walmart Protection
Plan Hub.Product Guarantee:10 YearsWarranty Information:10 Year LimitedAl already purchased your product? A Walmart security plan can be added within 30 days of purchase. Click here to add a plan. webapp branch
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